THE SCIENCE OF COSMETIC FASTING
The new cosmetics paradigm:
Regeneration by cutting out the regenerating agents.
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Wellbeing is essential for health and beauty. At the interface between wellness spaces (i.e. spa &
resorts), therapists and clientele, cosmetics provide an excellent tool to enhance the experiences.
A new vision of these interactions which deepens at the heart of wellbeing is proposed through
cosmetic fasting.
Rest is essential for repair and healing processes. Today's stimuli-filled lifestyle is a challenge
for our regenerative capacity. Contact with nature, silence and tranquility, being aware of yourself
and the purity of the environment are the principles of vital hygiene that lead to internal balance
and the innate abilities of self-repair.
Another, much less well-known way to let our bodies rest, is through curative diets. With natural,
balanced nutrition, as well as regulated food intake through fasting. This favours detoxification
processes and deep cleansing, while stimulating our natural self-regeneration mechanisms.
The conclusions o f scientific research are very clear and revealing: fasting has profound
benefits on various health indices and may counteract pathological processes, as well as
improving metabolic function in age-related disorders.1
Fasting cycles are therefore a very powerful tool for modulating key regulators of cell protection
and tissue regeneration as well as having the potential to reverse or suppress the
immunosenescence caused by chemotoxicity and ageing itself 2,3. The effects of nutrition on the
body are mediated by epigenetic mechanisms, signalling pathways that regulate cell growth and
ageing, and intercellular communication molecules.4 Cellular activities such as the regulation of
metabolism, growth and ageing are modulated by this network of nutrient and energy-level
sensors. These mechanisms provide the body with a robust and rapid cellular adaptation system,
so that during fasting pro-growth signalling is reduced and mechanisms are activated which aid
cell resistance to toxins and stress 5-6
All these markers are also essential elements in skin metabolism. Based on these revealing
discoveries, AYUNA proposes a new approach to skin care inspired by the same mechanisms
of self-regeneration activated by fasting. Traditional cosmetics have always focused on
stimulating proliferation by providing molecules that directly activate the cell's productive
machinery. In the commercial race to contain the most active ingredients, and at higher
doses, this "skin overnutrition" triggers the production of Reactive Oxygen Species
(ROS) 7.
AYUNA views topical fasting as a new way to approach Well-Ageing through:
1. Awareness of and attention to skin sensations
2. Eliminating components that are not necessary for the skin, and which add toxicity.
3. Detoxifying.
4. Avoiding nutritional deficiencies and providing adequate hydration.
5. Activating natural self-repair and regeneration mechanisms through the use of phytopeptides and plasmas rich in plant cell factors, which have demonstrated the ability
to mimic the metabolic effects of fasting under situations of stress.
So, just like at the systemic level, topical fasting by reducing excess stimuli promotes the

skin's own repair mechanisms. The effect of applying the Cream for a 28-day period has been
measured in vivo in a study of 20 women aged between 30 and 50. The results have been
exceptional for all signs of ageing: reduced wrinkles, enhanced elasticity and glow, improved
texture and complexion and visibly reduced spots.
Fig. 1: Wrinkle reduction
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